Word Games
Icon

Title/Description/Cost
Word Abacus
FREE
Test your word pool in this addictive word puzzle game! Find
English words by linking adjacent letter beads left, right, up, or
down. Shift the letter beads like an abacus to increase word
possibilities.
Word Search +
Word search; word lists organized into categories (e.g. dog
breeds, cheeses, etc).

FREE

Word Wrap
FREE
Link adjacent letters to create words given a 2 minute time limit;
notifies you of number of words that can be found in the puzzle;
gives you the answers at the end.

Hangman
FREE
With Hangman ⓇⓈⓈ you play with real-time news. Every game
you play is always new!

Crosswords for iPad
Crossword puzzles.

FREE

Just Say it
$1.99
Taboo like game - describe the word without saying any of the
given related words and try to get others to guess the word; given
2 minutes.
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Dabble
$1.99
You are given 20 random letters, and you have 5 minutes to spell
5 separate words on a graduated bleacher (a 2 letter word, a 3
letter word, a 4 letter word etc).
Charades Attack
FREE
Team based game; classic charades game with some additional
twists.

Word to Word Association
FREE
Given two columns of words, match the words that are
associated. If you love crossword, word search, or hangman, you
will love this new twist on word association.

Letris 2: Word Puzzle Game
FREE
You have to build words to keep the screen clear and empty for
as long as possible. Letters will appear on the screen and you
have to create words from the letters.
Conundra
Make single words using all the given letters.

FREE

Chain of thought
FREE
Given a series of words and a starting word, select the next word
that is associated with the previous word.
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Word Jigsaw
FREE
Grid of words that has been broken into pieces; reassemble the
puzzle to find all the words.

RhymieStymie
FREE
Given a two word clue, think of two rhyming words that match
the clue. Select letters to fill in the words; can only choose 6
incorrect letters before you lose.
Word Ladder
FREE
List of clues to generate a single word. Each subsequent clue
leads to a word that differs by one letter from the single word
from the previous clue.
Word Jewels 2
FREE
Given a group of letters and a few highlighted ones, create words
using the highlighted letters as quickly as possible.

Word Stack
FREE
Given a list of words and a starting word, stack the words on top
of each other according to association.

Word Themes
Given two columns of words, match the words that are
associated using the theme of the puzzle.

FREE
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Missing Word
Fill in the blank trivia.

FREE

Word Domino
FREE
Build words with proposed syllables. Words belong to a specific
category. Designed with a speech therapist, this fun letter game
is available for the whole family.
Lingo
FREE
Given two columns of phrases, match the phrases (beginning &
end) that go together.

UnWord
FREE
Given a long word, create as many smaller words using the letters
of the long word.
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